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Comments on the EDPB’s draft “Guidelines 03/2021 on the 
application of Article 65(1)(a) GDPR” 

 
 

We are grateful for the opportunity to present our comments to the recently published EDPB 
draft Guidelines 03/2021.  

We appreciate that this document deals in detail with the EDPB's procedure in proceedings 
under Article 65 of the GDPR, where the proper establishment of process rules contributes to 
increasing legal certainty of all persons concerned.  

In general, we would like to point out that it could be very helpful to explain why the EDPB has 
decided to incorporate certain procedural provisions directly related to its activities into these 
guidelines, instead of being part of the binding Rules of Procedure under Article 72 (2) of the 
GDPR. It should be noted that the GDPR itself does not clearly envisage the issuance of similar 
guidelines1 and is likely to assume that the procedural rules of the EDPB itself will be 
completely regulated in its rules of procedure. 

The above mentioned applies in particular to “The right to be heard” under Article 5 of the 
proposal and “Access to the file” under Article 6. Both rights are essential to maintain the rules 
of due process. Therefore, we would like to propose to consider enshrining the procedures 
carried out by the EDPB itself directly in the EDPB's Rules of Procedure (this applies, for 

example, to paragraph 108) as it could help to increase legal certainty of concerned subjects. 

Only the rules concerning the preparatory activities of LSA or CSA on a national level could 
then be addressed by these guidelines. With incorporating of these issues in the Rules of 
Procedure, specific procedural practices could also be clarified, as some of the rules set out in 
Articles 5 and 6 of the proposal still appear to be somewhat general and could be 
complemented by more specific requirements for deadlines and procedure (see e.g. paragraph 
104 or paragraph 108). 

In this context, it could be appropriate to consider whether some of the wording used in the 
context of the above mentioned rights should  be more unambiguous so as to better guarantee 
the rights of the concerned subjects (e.g. the wording “is expected” in paragraph 106, “may” in 
point 108, etc.).  

Given the unifying role of the EDPB's decision-making under Article 65, we further recommend 
considering whether the EDPB should explicitly allow the submission of amicus curiae opinions 
(without being obliged to take them into account or deal with them in its decision). We believe 
that especially in the first years of the application of the GDPR and Article 65, such an 
opportunity for the professional public to express their opinion could be beneficial for the 
decision-making of the EDPB. We believe that Article 11 (2) of the Rules of Procedure allows 
such a procedure. 

                                                           
1 Perhaps except for the guidelines under Article 70 (1) (e), which, in our view, however, are aimed primarily at 
other cases. 
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We are grateful for the opportunity to provide our comments on the draft Guidelines and hope 

that our comments might contribute to bringing practical feedback on a draft document we find 

in general very useful.   

 

 

Prague, 28 May 2021 
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